Copy Wrong: Plagiarism, Process, Property, and the Law

“author may face plagiarism trial”

“$1 billion compensation fee”

“10 High-Profile People Whose Degrees Were Revoked
These notable figures saw their degrees stripped for plagiarism or other crimes.” (US News, 2.5.2012)

“We are librarians. And we know the answers to questions you didn’t even know to ask.”

Where should I publish my articles?

Do you still believe that “If it’s not in Google it doesn’t exist”?“copyright trial starts today”

You want to avoid plagiarism?

You want to raise your h-index?

“how Open Access can affect your H-index”

You want people to cite your thesis?

“What Google can’t find…”

You want to avoid making mistakes with the copyright?

Are you sure you read all the literature you need?